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Sleep Enclosure
Origin:

Ferrets belong to the weasel family
(Mustelidae), which includes
polecats, stoats, and ermines.
Domesticated ferrets most likely descend
from the European polecat. Ferrets were
domesticated about 2,500 years ago.
Historically, ferrets were used to hunt
rabbits and rodents. Their lean bodies and
curious nature make ferrets naturals at
getting down holes to chase rodents and
rabbits out of burrows.

Sleeping Behavior :

Ferrets sleep between 18 and 20 hours a day. Ferret babies and older ferrets usually sleep more
than young and adult ferrets. They can even sleep 20 to 22 hours a day. Ferrets have a lot of different
sleeping positions and don’t really mind how they sleep as long as they’re comfortable. They can sleep
on their back or curl up. Ferrets have long bodies and can be really flexible when taking up a sleeping
position. Changing the sleeping schedule isn’t that difficult. Your ferret will want to play with you and
will notice when you’re awake and change its habits quite rapidly.
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How to make ferret sleep enclosure:
1. Using your pliers and gloves, take chicken and cut 2x4ft from chicken wire
roll.
2. with you marker draw 3 circles (dimensions 5inches wide) the circles should
be 1 foot apart in a vertical line but, the middle circle will be 5 inches offset in
the linear line. These will be the opening from the chicken wire cage to the
sleep cubbies.
3. mark another marking but a semicircle for tube entrance for ferret. Now cut
out marked circles.
4. Cut wood into 9x11 then assemble into cubbies (leave front façade for black
tinted plexi glass) using nails and wood glue.

Materials needed:
Chicken wire fence
zip ties
pliers
gloves
(4) wheels
screwdriver/screws
(4) Lamp shade ring set
black plexiglass
Wood
ferret play tunnel
nails
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